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Abstract
In the current digital era, e-learning plays an important role in education. Many e-learning courses
are widely available and oﬀered by a large number of reputed institutes. And hence the work of
assessing the work in such courses scales to a large extent. An automatic evaluation process can
aid in bringing down the amount of time consumed also to have a clear and non-inclined result to
the process of the assessment. This paper provides study and comparison of the existing tools for
automatic evaluation of programming work. This paper focuses on the study of these existing tools
on the basis of diﬀerent parameters which addresses evaluation parameters of programming work.
Keywords: Automatic Assessment, Programming Assessment, Programming Evaluation Tools,
Automatic Assessment Tools, Automatic Assessment Process, Programming Assessment Process

1. Introduction
In current era the use of online medium in education has increased at a great scale. Learners
have a wide variety of choice from various online courses. Hence in also results in need of
automatic assessment in such online learning environment.
The conventional method, procedural and formulated evaluation, of the practical work performed
by a student, irrespective of the methodology incorporated by him, has always been a challenging
task[1][2][3][5]. Continuous improvisations in evolution process has been thus observed[5][6]. Existing
research enlists few ground rules for assessment[2][5].
1. There can be multiple approaches for solving a given problem and at times both student and
evaluator is unaware of it[9][10]
2. Solution implemented is not exactly aligning with actual requirement and a good amount of
time is infused by students in doing things not required by the assigned task.[7][8]
3. An assessment approach, dynamic in nature, is required that assesses on the grounds of
adopted methodology for solving the assignment irrespective of the adopted solving approach be
conventional or totally innovative.[14][16]
4. Ample amount of time gets consumed by the student in solving trivial syntactical/logical errors,
generated due to non systematic approach towards solving the assigned task, which the expert
evaluator can point out quickly on basis of his experience[16][18]. The same amount of time, of both
students and evaluators, gets consumed in the repetitive process of solving the same errors again
when overlooked
by the students, hence delaying the process of final outcome of the
assignment.[18][19]
5. Prevalent techniques and tools turns out to be non-beneficial due to their lacking to address
diverse assessment types and also because many of such tools are on research stage.
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This paper compares types of existing assessment tools and approaches relevant to automatic
assessment and their comparison.

2. Existing Evaluation Approaches
Static and dynamic analysis of code are two widely classified categories of parameters for
automatic evaluation of programming assignment. Also quantitate and qualitative assessment are
the major ones to be addressed for programming assignments. The study provided in this section
focuses on existing tools that addresses diﬀerent components for evaluation[11] of programming
assignments.
1. Code correctness: The program can be evaluated on the basis of the way in which the program
has been coded i.e. the coding conventions and coding style. Only WebCat [7] and Virtual
Programming Lab deal with code correctness and evaluate only the pre-defined set of
conventions. Lacunas: Function conventions are not addressed.
Suggested: This if addressed can help the student to understand the concepts of cohesion and
coupling amongst the program modules
2. Functionality: Program functionality is addressed only by CourseMarker[3] and constraints only
to the input and output actions of the program.
Lacunas: Input and output operational functionality are the only parameters dealt with.
Suggested: Here if the type of inputs and possible outputs are qualitatively measured, can help
the students to achieve better quality programming abilities
3. Test Validity: Standard way of submission of assignment is addressed by WebCat [7] which is
widely accepted due to its web interface with possibility to be used as a plugin.
Lacunas: It is a plugin and works with grading submissions rather than the entire program itself.
Suggested: Grading submissions along with explanatory feedback would have been an addition
4. Code analysis: Code analysis is addressed by PETCHA [9] and Grading Tool from Madgeburg
University [4]
Lacunas: Not a complete tool on its own. Requires to be used with diﬀerent IDEs.
Suggested: Dynamic code analysis, if provided, can be measure of qualitative assessment
5. Comparative analysis: Comparing submitted work with testing set is provided only by MOODLE
Ext developed by Slovak University [11]. It is a plugin to the MOODLE system and thus handles a
very limited type of question categories provisioned by MOODLE.
Lacunas: It is not a complete independent system but a plugin to MOODLE
Suggested: An adaptive approach where a new tested set is added to the learning set could
enrich the assessment process
6. Grade Analysis: Dynamic grading as per given parameters is also a major component in
automated evaluations. Such dynamic grade analysis and is so far supported only by AutoLEP[9].
Lacunas: Does not support test case additions
Suggested: A self learning model which can learn new test cases would be an added benefit for
assessment process
7. Language Support: C, C++, JAVA, PHP, Python and Ruby language support is available so far.
Only Marmoset [10] supports the listed languages while Virtual Programming Lab and WebCat [7]
has support only for PHP and Python.
Lacunas: The existing tools do not have a self – learning and adaptive mechanism and works on a
specific set of data.
Suggested: Self learning tool with adaptive mechanism of new cases will always be beneficial for
the assessment process

3. Existing Tools
A comparative study of existing assessment assisting tools[7] is presented in this section.
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1. CourseMarker[3]: It is a tool supporting the programs written in C++ and JAVA and developed
using JAVA by the Nottingham University around the year of 1998 – 1999. It takes care regarding
the functionalities of user authentication, courses, submission, grading the assignments and
managing the grades and auditing the user actions as well as communicating with other users.
2. Marmoset[10]: Marmoset is developed by the University of Maryland and was implemented in
the academic year of 2004. The prime advantage of this tool is the capturing of the entire work of
the student, use of diﬀerent types of tests, providing posts on the code and others. The tool also
has a wide support of languages like C, Java and Ruby. The tool is largely developed using J2EE
architecture and is basically a web – based system and hence has high accessibility and
scalability
3. WebCat[7]: WebCat [Web based Center for Automated Testing] is a tool for self-evaluating the
programming assignment by the students. It is majorly built using Java servlets and JFC. It is
basically a web application with plugin style architecture and was originally conceived by Virginia
Tech, as a portal for student – focused services. It has been in wide used and as of has been used
with 80 diﬀerent courses globally. It supports C++, Java, Prolog, Pascal, and also provides
flexibility to support many other programming languages. It is widely used due to it prominent
features of extensibility, flexibility, submissions, posts, suggestions, grading and grade
modifications.
4. Grading tool by Madgeburg University[4]: This tool can be reached using services and
demonstrates a configurable focus. It provides selection for various components like compiler to
use, grading schemes and the set of diﬀerent data. Also the submissions limit can be constrained.
It supports a wide variety of languages like Prolog, Python, and JAVA and used XML-RPC based
communication to fulfil the service oriented architecture
5. JavaBrat[7]: This tool was developed at San Jose State University and provides a support of
two languages namely JAVA and Scala. The grading mechanism is developed using JAVA while
the support for MOODLE is provided as a plugin. It can also work as a stand-alone system though
a web interface built using JSF and the service calls are implemented using JAX-RS. This is semi
– automatic tool and report generation needs to be initiated after the grading mechanism
6. AutoLEP[9]: This tool was developed at Harbin Institute of Technology and boasts of static as
well as dynamic analysis for providing grade. The static analysis is all about the syntactic and
semantic analysis, which is a solely available feature with this tool, while the dynamic analysis
evaluates the correctness through test cases. This tool is also having a stand-alone architecture
7. Petcha[9]: This tool, developed at University of Porto, aims mainly at working as an automatic
assistant in teaching programming. The prime feature is interoperability with other systems like
LMS, IDEs, etc. Hence it supports almost all programming languages as supported by the IDEs.
This tool has been successfully tested with well known IDEs like Eclipse and Visual Studio.
8. JAssess[7][9]: This tool was developed as a collaborative work of two diﬀerent universities of
Malaysia, namely, University of Technology and Tun Hussein Onn University. It is primarily as
MOODLE plugin and built with the purpose to work as an assessment module. The evaluation
process with this tool is not completely automatic and it supports only JAVA language.
9. RoboLIFT[4][7]: This is the only tool with a focus of mobile application and so it helps in grading
ANDROID applications. It is based on WebCat and uses the development tools for Eclipse as
provided by GOOGLE and considers unit testing as a metric to grade
10. Virtual Programming Lab[8]: The tool developed at Las Palmas University aims to provide
students many programming assignments and also manage the grading process and it achieves
the same by integrating itself with LMS system. It supports a variety of programming languages
like C, C++, Python, PHP, Ruby, and others. It uses a browser based code editor, a MOODLE
plugin for submission and grading, and a JAIL server for evaluation. For grading it considers the
unit test cases and is built under the GNU/GPL license and also has plagiarism-controlling
feature.
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11. Moodle Extension by Slovak University[11]: The main goal of this tool is managing assignment
and user type related features. The only language supported in VHDL. The submission is
evaluated on the basis of compilation and syntactic testing and also supports plagiarism
detection.

Table 1. Tools comparison on basis of type of architecture
Sr
No

Tool

Scalability

Configurability

Feedback

1

CourseMarker

Y

Y

Y

2

Marmoset

Y

3

WebCat

4

Virtual Programming Lab

Language
Independence

Portability

Grade Analysis

Architectur
e

Stand alone

Y

Stand alone

Y

Web based

Y

MOODLE plugin

Grading Tool
Y

5

LMS extension

(Madgeburg University)

Standalone and
6

JavaBrat

Y
MOODLE plugin

7

AutoLEP

8

Petcha

9

JAssess

10

RoboLIFT

Y

Y

Standalone

Standalone

Y

MOODLE plugin

Y

Standalone

MOODLE Ext.
Y

11

MOODLE plugin

(Slovak Uni)

Table 2. Supported Grading Metrics
Static
Tools

Typographic
Assessment

CourseMarker

Typography

Marmoset

Not specified

Documentation
Check

Dynamic

Lexical
Analysis

Semantic
Analysis

Cohesion
Check

Schematic
Analysis

Grade
Analysis

OO Concepts

Not specified

WebCat

Code correctness,
Test Validity

Virtual Programming Lab

Correctness

Grading Tool
Compilation

Execution

(Madgeburg University)
JavaBrat

Correctness

AutoLEP

Static grades

Grades based
on test cases

Petcha
JAssess
RoboLIFT
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Schema
comparison

4. Conclusion
After the comparative study of the tools mentioned in Table 1 and Table 2, it is clearly evident that
there exits a wide gap of overall and qualitative first hand assessment of the student’s work. Also
is is found that the existing tools and approaches suﬃce to assessment which does require
evaluator intervention on a larger scale. There also exist lacunas pertaining to quantitative and
qualitative assessment of programming assignments. One more important factor identified is that
the approaches and tools existing so far does have any self - learning mechanism to evolve on
basis of variety of problems evaluated gradually. Hence it can be concluded that a self learning
model incorporating qualitative assessment if available can be beneficiary for better assessment
and evaluation of the student’s programming assignment.
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